Swift Homes Gives Homeowners More
Value for their Home
CHICAGO, Ill., Dec. 1, 2021 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Headquartered in Chicago,
Swift Homes has quickly emerged as one of the country’s most sought after and
successful cash home buyers. Their skilled and knowledgeable personnel help
property owners from all walks of life sell houses efficiently for unmatched
value. Swift Homes allows customers to sell their homes in as-is condition,
and utilizes superior procedures to give them peace of mind and a wonderful
experience from start to finish.

With often unreasonable fees, many moving parts, and no guarantees of
success, traditional real estate transactions are far from ideal. Swift Homes
does things differently, buying single-family houses that are then rented out
by families in the area.
Homeowners across Florida, Texas, Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, South
Carolina, Iowa, and elsewhere have discovered the numerous benefits of
working with the cash home buyers at Swift Homes. First and foremost, Swift
Homes’ competitive cash offers are fundamentally sound as they’re supported
by a robust private equity fund. When transacting with Swift Homes, property

owners also avoid needing to put in time and effort for repair work. The
company consistently lives up to its name, closing deals in a seamless and
expeditious manner.
Having bought 5,000+ homes from customers throughout the United States, Swift
Homes has extensive experience working with individuals in a variety of
situations. While some seek to sell their homes quickly due to unforeseen
circumstances and emergencies, others aim to sell because of job relocation.
No matter the reasons involved, Swift Homes’ personnel are committed to
assisting as best they can. The company greatly enjoys hearing customers tell
them that cash received from the deals helped get them back on track
financially.
Swift Homes has a signature process that is simple yet highly effective. Once
homeowners send over information on their properties, the Swift Homes team
supplies clear, personalized proposals with the competitive cash offers
included. If the offer is agreeable to the owner, the next step is a
convenient home inspection to fully assess the property firsthand.
Afterwards, customers can decide on particular closing dates that work best
for them. When the process has wrapped up, the happy customers get their cash
payments as promised.
Swift Homes is considered an industry leader because they provide exceptional
cash offers, superb customer service, and a refined process that moves things
along smoothly. The private equity fund means that all cash offers are backed
and legitimate. Those that select Swift Homes get peace of mind knowing that
they do not need to worry about securing financing. The company also wants to
impress upon prospective customers that control of the deal is squarely in
their hands. No Swift Homes personnel will ever pressure homeowners to accept
offers or move forward if they’re not completely comfortable.
Sellers from Texas, Florida, Kentucky, Iowa, Illinois, South Carolina,
Indiana, and other states across the nation can speak with a friendly Swift
Homes representative by calling (877) 861-2466. Those desiring additional
information on the cash home buyers and their process can email
hello@SellToSwift.com or visit http://www.selltoswift.com/.

